
Lonnie Lee, The 'Last Man Standing' from his era  presents...
                                  'Just me and my music'                  349 words

In 1956 at the very start of Rock'n'Roll, a young country boy stood alone on stage 
with his guitar, introducing Rockabilly to Australian audiences. Now 66 years later, 
as the last superstar from his era, he once again is alone on stage, his iconic career 
has come full circle.

After all these years, Lonnie Lee has taken a new exciting direction! With amazing 
audio visual highlights from his entire career to accompany him,  singing his own 
Gold hits as well as legendary hits of his friends, the same excitement will 
emanate from the stage as it always has from a Lonnie Lee show.

One of the features in the show is when he talks about and sings a powerful 
song he wrote called 'Rain' .  Roy expressed it would be his next #1 single. 
Unfortunately Roy wasn't to record again until the late 1980s as a member of the 
Wilburys.

As Lonnie has often stated, his life and career has been so diversified, the challenge
is not what he can do, but what he must leave out. 

 This brand new concept will ensure an easy transition to touring and shows,  He is 
really looking forward to this new change so he can freely relax, sing, chat and give
back to his many fans, the love and support he feels they have gifted him over these
years.

The audio visual aspect alone, will delight the fans with many photos and videos 
from his personal archival vault. It's new, it's brave and it's a night of pure nostalgia.

So get ready to enjoy this new event with one of the most original authentic   
singers of the era, who makes each and every song his own..

This is the same dynamic Lonnie Lee fans have loved for over 60 years yet now he 
is in a more relaxed and personal space,  and still  an unequalled bundle of pure 
class.
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